An experimental design language gives evidence that software design may benefit from the same formal techniques programmers are using.
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First, there were programmers. They wrote programs that told computers what to do and how to do it. As programming systems grew to fill ballooning machine capacity, they became unwieldy, disorganized, and expensive. It became easier to rebuild a program from scratch than to change it. Some people began to seek a means of controlling these systems in their upper, abstract representations. These people became known as software system designers.

Designers needed and developed their own special tools for expressing and manipulating system structure. Just as programmers had developed programming languages, designers sought "design languages." However, while a programmer communicates with the computer, a designer communicates with people: managers, programmers, other designers, and himself. The language requirements are therefore different.

Design languages: a design tool. A design language captures the essential elements of a software design in a form that can easily be understood. Jensen and Tonies' give an excellent definition, which we paraphrase:

Design languages are a clear, concise communication medium. Their purpose is twofold: (1) to help designers communicate by identifying commonly understood terms and concepts, and (2) to capture the design decisions in a machine-processable form (as distinguished from a machine-executable form).

Once the software design has been expressed in a machine-processable form, many programs can be created to provide information about it or manipulate it. These programs can: (1) generate design documents in special formats, (2) ensure that the design follows certain design principles, (3) automatically test and/or evaluate the design by simulating its execution, and (4) manage the components of the design as they advance through the development process.

Several existing programming tools could be classified as design languages. They bear a variety of names and embody varying philosophies of system design. Some are based on existing programming languages; others are only remotely related to programming languages. Some give detailed descriptions of procedures, while others yield only the global structure of a software design. At their simplest, design languages are loosely defined, informal, and not automated. In this form they are often called pseudocode, metacode, pencil-and-paper language, or pidgin English. At their most ambitious level, they have the detail of a programming language and employ processors that are much like modern compilers. At this level they have come to be known as process (or program) design languages, or PDLs. Systems that support the specification of software systems have much in common with design languages.
A PDL should have the following traits:

- **Multilevel application.** It should be useful at all levels of design, from early conception to detailed procedural description.
- **Naturality.** Its form and substance should be familiar to designers and programmers. It should include a language element for stating an action or condition in some other formal notation, or in "plain English."
- **Flexibility.** It should be adapted to the software environment—not vice versa.
- **Currency.** It should support the latest software methodology.
- **Open-endedness.** It should accept new concepts and serve as a testbed for them.
- **Automated support.** The design should exist in a machine-readable form. The design system should include not only the PDL but a processor to check the PDL representation of the design for consistency and the utilities necessary to support the design effort. If not automated, the design of a software system can suffer the same problems as the design process itself: inconsistency in person-to-person communication.
- **Management aid and control function.** Finally, the design-language system should allow managers to control and evaluate both the design and the design activity.

Programming languages are not for design. In general, modern programming languages do not have these features. Although many could be used as pencil-and-paper design languages, their compilers are created for translation to machine code—they do not support the pure design effort. Except for some "extensible" features, they are based on a standard syntax, not an adaptable one.

The *concepts* in the newer programming languages, however, are important to design languages. Modularity, type abstraction, and "structured" control statements all originated in programming languages. The diffusion of these concepts through the programming community can be slow, simply because access to the computers on which the new languages run is limited. Design languages are far more portable and can more readily promote such new ideas.

Winograd believes that advanced programming systems should do far more than those of the past. The systems he describes have much in common with design systems: "The main goal of a programming system should be to provide a uniform framework for the information that now appears in the declarations, assertions, and documentation. The detailed specification of executable instructions is a secondary activity, and the language should not be distorted to emphasize it. The system should provide a set of tools for generating, manipulating, and integrating descriptions of both results and processes. The activity that we think of as 'writing a program' is only one part of the overall activity that the system must support, and emphasis should be given to understanding rather than creating programs."

**Flex: the PDL generator**

The Flex design system is a design language and its processor. It combines features found in PDLs with those of modern programming languages into a system that can be adapted to many design environments. There is by no means a consensus of opinion on what a PDL should look like. Flex was designed as an experimental tool that can be of practical use in real software development situations and whose form may change in response to experience and new ideas. Flex was developed on the Prime 400 computer system at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C. It is being installed on the Univac 1108 system at the University of Maryland and on a VAX 11/780 system.

**A flexible language.** In both form and function, the Flex language has much in common with modern programming languages. It is modular, extensible, and strongly typed. Flex is more adaptable to particular design environments than are programming languages; the form of the basic Flex language is easily extended, restricted, or changed. Its features include

- **Control of element interaction:** who can do what to which other parts of the design.
- **Local name scopes:** design groups can use their own internal identifiers without conflicting with those of other groups.
- **Definable types:** stacks, lists, queues, 'associative memories, etc.
- **Fully generic routines:** routines that perform a common function for several data types, such as INITIALIZE and PRINT.
- **Definable operators:** arithmetic, boolean, string, etc.
- **"Structured" statements and expressions.** Flex is more detailed and more automated than previous PDLs. It can be configured to look and perform like a number of simpler, less flexible design languages. The full Flex language has a detailed syntax, and its documentation can overwhelm the casual user. However, the language can be condensed to simpler forms. For example, it could be configured as a structured Fortran processor whose form would be readily understood and translated by Fortran programmers. It could have the standard Fortran data types and subroutine structure but offer interface type checking, controlled access to common, structured statements, etc.

**A language overview**

A programming system is the solution to a particular software design problem. It is complete in that every element (data base, routine, etc.) referenced from within the system is also contained in the system. The programming system consists of a set of modules, each of which in turn is made up of a set of segments. There are three kinds of segments: data segments, definition segments, and routines. The module is the principal scoping concept in Flex. It provides a local, protected at.
mosphere for its segments. It can be used to encapsulate a data base or a type definition, or simply to provide a logical partition of the programming system. Data segments contain shared data that can be accessed by routines. Definition segments contain type and operator definitions.

There are two kinds of generic, recursive routines: functions, which are value-returning, and procedures, which are not. In addition, there are two special types of functions: access functions, which return by reference (as opposed to return by value), and iteration functions, which define the manner in which the elements of a defined data structure are to be traversed during an iteration loop. Routines are not block structured; they cannot be nested as they can in many Algol-based languages. Instead, they follow a modular structure similar to that of CLU and Simul.

Access to data. Routines can request access to data residing in data segments in the programming system but not to internal data in other routines. They can promise not to change the data segment (FIX access) or may declare their intention to alter it (ALT access).

Data segments may include other data segments as if they were a part of themselves. This gives rise to an access tree in which access to the data segment at any node also allows access to all of its descendants. Routines and data segments can also gain access to definition segments in order to declare variables of the types defined within the segments.

Routines may be declared as FIX, ALT, or CLOSED to determine the manner in which they interact with their environment. ALT routines are free to alter any data to which they have ALT access. FIX routines may alter only their own internal data. CLOSED routines may alter no permanent data and therefore have no history dependence—their action depends only upon their parameters.

Comments and escapes. Comments and escapes are the natural language element in Flex. Comments are used as in programming languages; they provide commentary on the surrounding text. Escapes are similar in form, but are used in place of statements, expressions, type specifications, etc. They are the major vehicle for top-down design, where the natural language description of the early design is successively replaced by more concrete ones until a detailed, procedural description is reached.

Types and operators. The language provides few types. Users define new types with the parameterized type macro, which is similar to that found in other type abstraction languages. The module can be used to encapsulate a type definition: all routines that are allowed to "see" the internal structure of variables defined to be of a certain type are placed in the same module as the type definition. The user must also define all infix and prefix operators and the routines they represent. Flex is extensible in that selected modules containing these definitions can be made global to the programming system. Their information is automatically available to each segment in the design and looks as if it were built into the language.

Structured statements. Flex has a small set of structured statements that can be modified or extended. In particular, the iteration (loop) statements are modular and can quickly be configured for a particular design environment, according to the tastes of the designers.

Global checking. The processor maintains a global view of the programming system and can therefore ensure consistency among remotely separated elements of the design. The design can be processed at all levels. The early design may be largely in natural language (escapes), and the processor will mainly check access restrictions (who has what kind of access to what). As concrete parts of the design appear—that is, as escapes are replaced by detailed statements—they can be checked immediately for consistency. Errors can be detected and corrected before the design is expanded any further.

A hierarchy of users

There are three cooperating users of the Flex system: the caretaker, the administrator, and the designer. Each defines the environment for the one "below" him—the caretaker for the administrator and designer, the administrator for the designer. Figure 1 shows how each of these users modifies the basic language. The program translates the design solution into machine-executable code.

The caretaker builds the skeleton. The caretaker is the custodian of the processor software, controlling the syntax and semantics of the language. The caretaker may be called upon to implement the following typical features, which range from easy to moderate in difficulty (a few manhours to a few manweeks):

![Figure 1. A hierarchy of users.](image-url)
• New reserved words, or simple syntax changes,
• Special-purpose, natural language declarations in modules or segments—for example:
  "PURPOSE: [text]" to state its purpose.
  "TARGET DATE: [text]" to project a completion date.
  "PROGRESS: [text]" to briefly state its progress.

• New statements, such as one of the many iteration loops that have been proposed in the open literature,
• Special software metrics, such as measures of complexity,
• Restrictions on the way segments interact,
• Assertions—Boolean statements that must be true over regions of a routine,
• Exception handling, and
• Routine-valued variables, with type checking.

1 closed proc FIND (fix TARGET, fix TABLE, all LOC)
2   form TARGET string [(string to be found)]
3   form TABLE list (string) [(a table of strings)]
4   form LOC int [(location of TARGET in TABLE, or 0 if not found)]
5   [search for and return the first occurrence
6     of TARGET in the list TABLE]

Figure 2. A procedure in the basic Flex language.

1 procedure FIND
2   purpose: [Find the position of a string in a list]
3     attrib: closed
4   input: TARGET string [(string to be found)]
5       TABLE list (string) [(list to be searched)]
6     output: LOC integer [(position of TARGET in TABLE, or 0 if not found)]
7   at exit: ((LOC ge 0) and (LOC le LENGTH (TABLE))) and
9     (if LOC = 0 then
10       forach X in TABLE
11       endforach
12       else
13       TABLE (LOC) = TARGET
15     fi)
16     note: [(finds only first occurrence of TARGET)]
17     [(lower case chars are not = to upper case)]
18     [(if TARGET is the null string,
19       LOC will be nonzero only if
20       TABLE contains the null string)]
21     method: [[simple linear search from front of TABLE]]
22     body: [[filled in later]]

Figure 3. Revised FIND procedure.

The caretaker can influence or even define the design philosophy by adding features that enforce certain design practices. He can encourage the use of top-down design techniques by creating different versions of the language for the different stages of the design. For example, he may not allow statements within routines in the early stages, or the changing of interface definitions in later ones.

The administrator fills in the flesh. The administrator uses the extensible features of the language version from the caretaker to build a set of programming tools for the designer. The administrator will usually provide the following language features:
• Arithmetic and boolean operations and their operators,
• Relational functions, equivalence and their operators,
• The assignment procedure and its operator,
• Common data structures and their operations: stacks, lists, strings, arrays, etc., and
• Iteration functions for these data structures.

The Flex language is strongly type checked, but the generic routine structure allows certain automatic type conversions to be defined. For example, the administrator must define equivalence and assignment. He must decide whether to require the operands to be the same type, or to allow certain implicit conversions—for example, real to integer.

Common operations created by the administrator can apply to several data structures. Assignment and equivalence could be defined for any two data structures of the same type; addition could be defined for arrays or lists.

Generic routines can appear to the designer as though they were built into the language. A procedure "INIT" could be created to indicate that a data object of any type is to be set to some initial state (set integers and reals to zero, stacks and queues to empty, etc.). A procedure PRINT could indicate that a data object of any type is to be printed to some I/O device according to some format.

Designers use the result. The designer uses a language that may have been tailored to his particular application. Like the administrator, he may be able to further extend the language, or he may have been restricted by the caretaker to an inflexible language. The designer's language may look like a particular programming language to ease the translation into that language.

Examples

In the examples that follow, escapes and comments are enclosed in single and double brackets, respectively. The boxes around the examples and the line numbers to the left are for reference; they are not part of the language.

Changing the form. Figure 2 shows a procedure written in the basic Flex language. It accepts a TARGET string and a TABLE (list) of strings, and returns the position of the target string in the table.
The basic Flex form is succinct, and, as in programming languages, little is required that is solely for human understanding. The emphasis is on automated consistency checking. This form may be unappealing to some users. The caretaker could devise an alternate form (Figure 3) with little change to the meaning of the routine.

The alternate form resembles statements in a specification language. It includes special clauses to encourage the designer to state how the routine works and the assumptions it makes. The detailed procedural description is of little interest, at least at this level of design. The only added substance is the "at exit:" clause (line 8). This is a boolean expression that could be checked at run time just before exit from the routine or that could be used in formal proofs.

Information hiding. Parnas introduced the term "information hiding" to describe the process of limiting the knowledge of the internal representation of a process or structure to a special group of routines. Type abstraction and encapsulation are examples of information hiding. The caretaker could modify the rules of the basic Flex language to enforce information hiding in special modules.

In Figure 4, a symbol table that might be found in a language translator is hidden in a special table module with a set of routines that alone are allowed to access it. The following restrictions are to be imposed on a table module:

1. Data segments cannot be exported; no one outside the module may reference its data.
2. The data segment that holds the main data must have the same name as the module as an aid to the reader.
3. Routines within the module cannot depend upon shared data outside the module.

To fulfill the last condition, the caretaker must add a new language feature: the MCLOSED routine. This is similar to a CLOSED routine except that it may depend on (i.e., read or write) stored data inside its own module but not on shared data outside its module. This ensures that any values it returns will depend only on the parameters it is passed and on data stored inside the module.

Defining assignment. In Flex, assignment is simply a procedure with two parameters. A symbolic operator (e.g., := ) can be defined to call the procedure. Figure 5 is typical of the way the administrator may define assignment. This definition will usually be made global to the programming system, as if it were built into the language. The definition section defines the assignment operator. Whenever a statement is encountered of the form

\[ X : = Y \]

the processor will issue a call to ASGMOD:ASSIGN, as if the statement had been given as

\text{call ASGMOD:ASSIGN (alt } X, \text{ fix } Y)\]

The types of the formal parameters (lines 8 and 9) state that the type of the first can be any type at all, but the second must be of the same type; assignment is allowed between any two objects of the same type. The procedure is CLOSED to ensure that the assignment depends only upon the parameters and that it cannot be influenced by anything else.

Other assignment-like procedures could be defined—for example, an "exchange" statement where the following statement causes two data objects to exchange values:

\[ X : = Y \]

The administrator may decide to allow integer types to be assigned to real types, and vice versa. Figure 6 shows a revised assignment procedure.

Routines in Flex may have several cases. The first that matches the interface types in a particular call is the one activated. The first case in Figure 6 (lines 2-14) handles the assignment of real to integer types, the second handles assignment of integers to reals in similar fashion, and the third case will "catch" all other assignment types. In this example, the administrator explicitly stated the actions to be taken when the value of the real variable ex-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>closed proc ASSIGN (all DEST, fix SORC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  form DEST int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  form SORC real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  if [SORC is larger than max integer] then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6    [set DEST to largest integer value]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7    [send a warning to user]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  elseif [SORC is smaller than smallest neg int] then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9    [set DEST to smallest (largest negative) integer]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10   [send a warning to user]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11  else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12   [round off SORC and assign to DEST]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13   fi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14  esac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15  case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16  form DEST real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17  form SORC int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18   [[similar to first case, except</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19     treat conversion from int to real]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20   esac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21  case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22  esac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23   [[same as Figure 6]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24  corp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Alternate form for assignment.

ceeds that of the integer precision of the computer. The implementer would then know exactly what he must do to handle these situations.

Who benefits?

The design teams. Design teams using Flex benefit because everyone is speaking the same language. Although modules may exist in different versions, they all stem from the same root, and the variation can be controlled.

Designers also benefit because the process is automated. The Flex processor detects inconsistencies (interface errors, FIX/ALT access violations, etc.), and design walkthroughs can concentrate on whether or not the design is complete, correct, and satisfies the specifications.

With the aid of a librarian, a centralized design data base can be maintained and controlled. To aid this process, the processor produces a map of the programming system with a cross-reference listing, and the caretaker might modify the processor to provide other indices into the design. For example, he might require the "PURPOSE: [text]" declaration at the beginning of each routine, and the processor could then list these for all routines in the design.

The managers. The processor has features that a manager can use to determine the progress of the design. It keeps several size counts for each module (number of lines, comments, escapes, nonblank characters, nonblank characters in comments, etc.). The manager can determine which modules are lagging and the extent to which modules are being documented. The ratio of escapes to other statements gives some idea of the progress of the top-down design.

Software engineering researchers. A flexible automated design language can be used as a testbed for software engineering methods and theories. The Flex processor generates data on the syntactic structure of a design, and the caretaker could add other specific measures that could be used to study features of the design process. Design groups could be given different versions of the language, and their resulting progress, or lack of it, would test the value of different design methods.

Documentation. Design language text can be self-documenting (as can the text of a program). Since there are different levels of the design text, there are different levels of documentation, each providing only the detail needed for its level. The caretaker may add features to encourage documentation—for example, a special comment following each data declaration, as shown in Figure 3.

What are the disadvantages?

Many features of a design language that are abstractly pleasing (such as the assignment of large data structures) can be quite inefficient if translated literally into a target programming language. The programmers must then give special attention to rearranging for efficiency, and the target code may have a structure radically different from the design. Because the design text is never executed, features whose faults are not obvious until run time occur only in the target language. They must be "back translated" into the design language and cured. It may even be that these faults are corrected, perhaps unknowingly, when translated into the target language.

There is overhead associated with maintaining a design as well as a programming language data base that small organizations may not be able to absorb. Flex has its own drawbacks. Many of the interesting modifications to the Flex system require the attention of a caretaker who has more-than-casual familiarity with the processor software. The design team will need to designate a caretaker in much the same way as a librarian is designated.

The Flex processor does a lot of processing and is relatively slow. But just as an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, an error caught early in the design process can avoid expensive changes later.

Over the horizon

We want to avoid the "baskets weaving" syndrome: building a tool solely for the sake of building it, rather than for the benefit of its users. The most important task of the Flex system is to prove its own value.
There are precedents, however, that attest to the value of automated design systems. Caine and Gordon[1] and Van Leer[2] both describe PDLs that are less ambitious than Flex. They are both enthusiastic about the success of these tools in production environments. Automated design languages can provide a library design data base similar to the program libraries that Brooks[3] describes as "one of the best-done things in the OS/360 effort."

Support tools. There are several extensions to the Flex system. Many of these tools depend upon the specific syntax of the language being used, however, and loss of flexibility must be considered.

Interactive query systems. Programs that interactively query the design could answer specific questions from managers or designers. The information would be current, freshly drawn from the actual design. Other programs could present graphs of the programming system.

Special editors. Special text editors would help to input the design and better control access to it. They could preprocess parts of the design and keep track of which parts had recently been changed and needed to be reprocessed. They could provide templates similar to the one in Figure 3 and let the designers "fill in the blanks."

Specification systems. Specification, the statement of the problem that a software system is to solve, is generally not addressed by design languages. Although a specification and its software solution should not be structurally related (the person who states the problem should only state needs, not specify how those needs are to be met), there may be a way of extending the general concepts of design languages to accommodate specification. For example, Figure 3 is similar to the PSL/PSA specification language.[7]

Simulators. When a particular language syntax becomes standard in an environment, an interpreter could be written to execute the design. The run-time environment can be thoroughly controlled with features too expensive to be included in production programming languages. The interpreter can be as machine independent as the design language itself.

The last word

The Flex software design system gives the software designer a flexible language with which to communicate his designs, as well as providing him with the precise, machine-checkable form and function of a modern programming language. The system has benefits for designers, program managers, and programmers. Since this tool is relatively new, there are many questions as to how it will perform in both experimental and practical environments. Its early use will be aimed at answering these questions. ■
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